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A B S T R A C T

Low-template (LT) DNA profiles continue to present interpretational challenges to the forensic

community. Whether the LT contribution comprises the main profile, or whether it is present as the

minor component of a mixture, ambiguity arises from the possibility that alleles present in the biological

sample may not be detected in the resulting DNA profile. This phenomenon is known as allelic drop-out.

This ambiguity complicates both the assessment of the potential number of contributors and estimation

of the weight of the DNA evidence for or against specific propositions. One solution to estimating the

weight of the evidence is to use a likelihood ratio (LR) that incorporates the probability of allelic drop-out

P(DO) estimated for the specific evidence sample under consideration. However, although a vast

repository of data exists, few empirical studies to determine allelic drop-out probabilities have been

performed to date. Here we characterized patterns of allelic drop-out in single-source samples using

both universal and run-specific analytical thresholds. Not surprisingly, we found fewer instances of

apparent drop-out when using a lower (run-specific) detection threshold. Also, unsurprisingly, a positive

correlation exists between allele drop-out and allele length, even in good quality samples. We used

logistic regression to model the fraction of alleles that dropped out of a profile as a function of the average

height of the detected peaks. The equation derived from the logistic regression model allowed us to

estimate the expected drop-out probability for an evidentiary sample based on the average peak height

of the profile. We show that the LRs calculated using the estimated drop-out probabilities were similar to

those calculated using the benchmark drop-out probabilities, suggesting that the estimates of the drop-

out probability are accurate and useful. This trend holds even when using the data from the PowerPlex1

16 typing system to estimate the drop-out probability for an Identifiler1 profile, and vice versa. Thus we

demonstrate that use of a LR that incorporates empirically estimated allelic drop-out probabilities

provides a reliable means for extracting additional information from LT forensic DNA profiles.

� 2014 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Many biological samples typed in a forensic context contain a
limited amount of DNA. Because relatively few copies of each locus
may be present, the random sampling of DNA molecules during the
amplification process may result in the failure to observe some
alleles in the evidentiary profile that were actually present in the
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original biological sample. This phenomenon is known as allelic
drop-out [1]. In other words, the final DNA profile may not
accurately represent the profile of the person or people who
deposited the sample. The possibility of allelic drop-out can
severely complicate the interpretation of forensic DNA profiles,
even those obtained using a standard number of PCR cycles and
standard electrophoretic injection parameters [2–10]. In the
instance that an evidence sample lacks an allele present in the
profile from a suspected contributor, the absence of this allele can
be explained in two ways. Under one proposition, the allele was
not detected because the true contributor to the evidence profile
lacks that particular allele; in this scenario, the true contributor
and the suspected contributor are different individuals. Alterna-
tively, the allele may have been present but not detected because it
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had dropped out of the evidence profile; under this scenario, an
explanation exists for the difference and we must quantify the
probability of seeing the observed profile if the proposed
explanation is true.

Due to these complications, workers have proposed various
statistical approaches that account for the possibility of allelic
drop-out when analyzing low-template (LT) DNA evidence [2–
5,9,11–18]. One approach uses a stochastic threshold. The
stochastic threshold is the peak height below which drop-out is
considered to be possible [13,19]. Such loci are then typically
excluded from any statistical calculations to weight the DNA
evidence [13,19]. Drop-out is considered to be unlikely for loci
where all peaks are above the stochastic threshold. Thus, these loci
are analyzed using the standard calculations employed for DNA
evidence present in sufficient amounts. One potential drawback to
the stochastic threshold approach is that many loci may be
discarded from the calculation, especially in mixtures with low-
level minor contributors, resulting in the loss of important
information. While this often serves simply to underweight the
evidence with regard to some particular individual, ignoring these
loci may also result in discarding potentially exclusionary
information as well. Further, underweighting the evidence against
a possible contributor may under certain circumstances be
prejudicial to a defendant if, for example, that contributor is an
alternate suspect [20]. Finally, we note that it is never permissible
to exclude loci from statistical calculations in which, after
comparison between the evidence profile and the profile of the
suspected contributor, alleles that are present in the profile of the
suspected contributor are not detected in the evidence profile.
Such an approach assumes that drop-out has occurred and ignores
the alternative explanation for the missing allele: the true
contributor to the evidence was a homozygote and no drop-out
is required to explain the evidence. Further, this approach was
shown to frequently over-state the strength of the evidence [21].
Rather, if loci are to be excluded from statistical calculations at all
(not an approach we recommend), this must be done prior to the
comparison to possible contributors.

Another statistical tool that can be applied to estimate the
weight of LT DNA evidence is a likelihood ratio (LR) that can
incorporate the probability of allelic drop-out into a LR [2–4,11,16–
18,22,23]. Freely available computer programs facilitate the
calculation of LRs with a model of drop-out for profiles containing
components in the stochastic range, where allelic drop-out is
possible [4,24,25]. One advantage to this approach is that no need
exists to restrict the statistical calculation to only those loci where
all peaks exceed a stochastic threshold, allowing all loci to be used
in assessing the strength of the evidence. A probabilistic
framework also relieves the analyst from deciding, a priori,
whether the suspected contributor should be included or excluded.
Rather, a hypothesis and an alternate hypothesis are stated, and a
LR calculated for the comparison; the direction and distance from
one then informs us as to the support, or lack thereof, for each of
the named pair of propositions.

LR approaches that are used to assess the weight of LT DNA
evidence can include a parameter that describes the probability of
allelic drop-out P(DO). Thus, P(DO) must be estimated for a
particular evidence profile in order to compute the LR. Several
different approaches have been implemented to obtain an estimate
of P(DO). Each of the various approaches possesses different
advantages and limitations. It is not yet clear whether any one
approach performs better than another. One type of method
estimates P(DO) from the evidence profile directly, exclusive of
external data. This is accomplished by finding the value of P(DO)
that maximizes the probability of the evidence under each of the
hypotheses being compared in the LR. While promising, this
approach is computationally intensive [24]. Additionally, it will
require empirical validation using ground truth samples. A second
category of approaches estimates P(DO) using ground truth
samples for which the specific drop-out events are known.
Specifically, the relationship between drop-out and either peak
heights or the quantity of DNA is determined from the validation
data. This relationship is used to estimate P(DO) for a particular
evidence profile. Recently Tvedebrink et al. made a significant
advance in this area by using a logistic regression framework to
model the drop-out probability based on the average peak height
in a profile [26–28]. The logistic regression model parameters are
estimated from validation data in which the relationship between
the average peak height and the proportion of alleles that have
dropped out is known. The curve generated by the logistic model
can then be used to predict the drop-out probability for an
evidentiary sample based on the average RFU values of the peaks
detected in the profile. However, this group did not assess the
quality of their estimates of the drop-out probability by comparing
the estimated LRs, to ground-truth or whether the estimated drop-
out probabilities were kit or lab specific.

Here we assess allelic drop-out in single source LT DNA profiles
from the Identifiler1 and PowerPlex1 16 typing systems. We
provide a formula to estimate drop-out probabilities as a function
of average peaks height using logistic regression (similar to what
was done by Tvedebrink et al. [26–28]). Importantly, none of the
previous studies using peak heights [20,26–28] have evaluated the
accuracy of the final LRs calculated using the estimated drop-out
probabilities. To address these potential concerns, we performed
experiments to assess the accuracy of LRs calculated using
empirically derived drop-out probability estimates. Simulations
show that LRs calculated using an estimated P(DO) are comparable
to those calculated using the benchmark P(DO). This work also
suggests that, despite the existence of statistically significant
correlations between drop-out and allele length, using logistic
regression to estimate an average drop-out probability still
produces a final LR that accurately weights the strength of the
LT DNA evidence. This work provides new insight into allelic drop-
out and contributes to expanding the use of probabilistic
approaches using LRs to interpret LT DNA profiles.

2. Methods

2.1. Description of the data

We analyzed data from single-source DNA profiles generated by
John Butler’s group at the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) [29]. Briefly, DNA from two individuals
(MT97150 and PT88411) was adjusted variously to amplify
100 pg, 30 pg or 10 pg. Each of the six samples (three concentra-
tions of each of the two individuals) was amplified 10 times with
both the Identifiler1 and PowerPlex1 16 kits using the standard
number of PCR cycles suggested by the manufacturer (28 cycles for
Identifiler and 30 cycles for PowerPlex). A total of 60 profiles were
thus produced for each kit. Further information regarding the
experimental conditions is given in [29]. In our study, data from
the two different kits, and for each condition, were analyzed
separately unless otherwise noted. The data from each run was
analyzed using GeneMapper1 software with the default stutter
filters activated, providing both allele calls and RFU values for the
peaks detected by the software. Pull-up, spikes, and obvious kit
artifacts were eliminated by visual inspection of each electrophe-
rogram. The electropherograms were further inspected to identify
peaks that were above the analytical threshold, but were foreign to
the known input profiles, for example peaks in the minus or plus
stutter positions that rose above both the analytical threshold and
the default stutter filter percentages. For the PowerPlex1 16
profiles, no peaks remained that met these criteria. For the
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Identifiler1 profiles, several peaks in plus or minus stutter
positions rose above the default stutter threshold, and one possible
drop-in allele was detected. These observations will be addressed
in Section 4. Obvious artifacts and peaks in the stutter positions
were removed from the electropherograms prior to statistical
analyses. LRs were computed both including and excluding the
possible drop-in allele and results were nearly identical (see
Section 4).

2.2. Statistical analyses

We used two different methods to set an allelic detection
threshold for each LT profile. One method was the standard
approach used by most forensic laboratories. This typically
involves picking the lowest analytical threshold at which most
detected peaks result from DNA signal rather than instrument
noise. Most labs currently use thresholds between 50 RFUs and
150 RFUs. We elected to apply a detection threshold of 50 RFUs.
We also used a limit of detection/limit of quantitation (LOD/LOQ)
approach to determine a data-driven allelic detection threshold for
these samples [19,30–36]. This threshold was determined by using
the average instrument noise plus 10 standard deviations of the
noise in the reagent blank samples [19,30–35]. For these data, that
threshold was determined to be approximately 30 RFUs.

We compiled several summary statistics from each profile.
First, we tabulated the average height (in RFUs) of all peaks present
in the profile. Let Hir. be the average height of all detected peaks in
the rth replicate from individual i. We chose to use the average
peak height across all peaks in the profile, rather than calculate
individual statistics for each locus, because less sampling variation
exists in estimating an average compared to a single data point.
Further, Tvedebrink showed that average peak height was a useful
statistic [26]. Second, we determined the proportion of alleles that
dropped out of a given profile. For the purposes of this paper, we
define drop-out to be the situation where a particular peak known
to exist in the sample does not rise above the allelic detection
threshold, and, as a result, is not detected in the profile. Define dirl

to be the number of alleles that dropped out of the lth locus in the
rth replicate profile from individual i. Then, dir., or the total number
of alleles that dropped out of replicate r from the ith individual is
simply

dir: ¼
X15

i¼1

dirl:

Then, let Pir. be the proportion of alleles that dropped out of the
rth replicate for individual i. Then

Pir: ¼
dir:

30

because both individuals analyzed were heterozygous at all loci.
We used a logistic regression framework to model the

proportion of alleles that dropped out of each profile as a function
of the average height (in RFUs) of all peaks present in the profile
using the following equation,

In
Pir:

1 � Pir:

� �
¼ b0 þ b1Hir:

where Pir. is the proportion of alleles that dropped out of the rth
replicate for individual i, and where Hir. is the average height of all
detected peaks in the rth replicate from individual i. In this model
b0 and b1 are the intercept and slope, respectively, of the logistic
function. We estimated b0 and b1 from the Identifiler1 and
PowerPlex1 16 profiles using the glm function in the R statistical
package [37]. The logistic regression equation was then used to
obtain an estimate of the drop-out probability for a particular
profile, given the peak heights of that profile. This estimated drop-
out probability is denoted as PðD̂OÞ and is used for all loci within the
profile of interest.

We also tested whether the amplicon size affected the
proportion of alleles that dropped out at a particular locus. We
took the average length of the two alleles (in units of bp) at each
locus for each of the two individuals. This quantity, Li.l, is the
average length of the alleles at locus l in individual i. The length of
each allele was taken from STRbase [38]. We next tabulated the
proportion of alleles that dropped out from all profiles for a
particular individual at a particular locus. Let di.l, be the number of
alleles that dropped out at locus l across all 30 replicate profiles for
individual i. It is calculated as

di:l ¼
X30

r¼1

dirl:

We then used linear regression to model the relationship
between these two variables. Specifically, we used the model,

di:l ¼ a0 þ a1Li:l;

where a0 and a1 are the intercept and slope, respectively, of the
linear model. We also tested if d and L were correlated using
Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation coefficients.

2.3. Evaluating the performance of PðD̂OÞ

We evaluated the performance of our estimates of the drop-out
probability, PðD̂OÞ that were obtained from the logistic regression
approach described above. Briefly, each of the LT DNA profiles,
simulating an evidentiary profile, was compared with the profile of
a suspected contributor. For each of these comparisons, we
computed two different LRs, one using the estimated drop-out
probability, PðD̂OÞ, and another using the benchmark drop-out
probability (defined as PðD̂OÞ). The benchmark drop-out probabili-
ty is the maximum likelihood estimate of the drop-out probability
from a binomial distribution if one could directly count the number
of alleles that had dropped out. From ground-truth samples, such a
count was possible. This would not be possible in casework
analyses. The benchmark drop-out probability for each locus
within each profile was calculated as follows. Let P(Dirl) be the
benchmark drop-out probability for replicate r from the ith
individual at locus l, then:

P Dirlð Þ ¼
0; dirl ¼ 0

0:5; dirl ¼ 1
1; dirl ¼ 2

8<
:

If the estimated drop-out probabilities are accurate, then the
LRs calculated using them should be similar to those calculated
using the benchmark drop-out probability. This approach is similar
to that of the Tippett plots previously applied to forensic DNA
profiles [23,39–41].

To assess how well the drop-out estimator functions, we
calculated LRs comparing the LT profiles (in the role of evidentiary
samples) to both true contributors and to known non-contributors.
This type of comparison has become a standard tool in
investigating statistical models applied to complex forensic DNA
profiles (see Refs. [18,23], for example). Specifically, to model a
true contributor, we compared the hypothesized contributor (one
of the LT profiles) to the full profile of the known true contributor.
In contrast, to model a known non-contributor, a randomly
generated individual simulated from a US population database
with European ancestry was compared to the hypothesized
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Fig. 1. Relationship between the proportion of alleles that dropped out of each

Identifiler1 profile (Pir.) and the average RFUs of all detected peaks in the profile

(Hir.). (A) 50 RFU detection threshold, and (B) 30 RFU detection threshold. The

logistic regression curves were fit to all 30 profiles from individual MT97150 and 30

profiles from individual PT8441. The Identifiler1 data are depicted. Note: the
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contributor. This comparison was performed using the LT samples
derived from both MT97150 and PT84411.

For the known non-contributors, we generated two populations
of 5000 random individuals by drawing alleles from a multinomial
distribution with parameters 2 and p, where p is the vector of allele
frequencies at the particular locus, using the allele frequencies
published in Butler et al. [42] for the Identifiler1 profiles and from
Levadokou et al. [43] for the PowerPlex1 16 profiles. The model
used to simulate the genotypes assumes Hardy–Weinberg
equilibrium and linkage equilibrium.

LRs were calculated for each of the LT DNA profiles generated by
Butler against each of the randomly generated known non-
contributors using the R-code developed by David Balding, based
on Balding and Buckleton [4]. The code was modified to run in an
automated manner within a bash shell script. We set the drop-in
probability to 0.01 and the population structure adjustment to
u = 0.01. The homozygous drop-out probability was computed as
aPðD̂OÞ

2
, where a = 0.5, as suggested by Balding and Buckleton [4].

If the LT profile simulating the evidence profile originated from the
first individual (MT97150), then the logistic equation from the 30
profiles from the other individual (PT88411) was used to calculate
PðD̂OÞ. Similarly, if the LT evidence profile originated from the
second individual, the logistic equation from the first individual
was used to calculate PðD̂OÞ. This procedure avoids using data
employed to estimate the parameters of the model to test the
adequacy of the model.

3. Results

3.1. Overall patterns of drop-out

The number of alleles that dropped out of a particular LT DNA
profile (dir.) was correlated to the average height of the peaks
across all loci (Hir.; Fig. 1, Table 1). Table 1 shows the number of
alleles that dropped out of each of the LT profiles compared with
average peak height. As one might predict, drop-out generally
occurred more frequently in profiles with lower average peak
heights for both of the typing systems. Drop-out tended to be rare
for profiles with Hir. > 200 RFUs.

Apparent drop-out was, again unsurprisingly, also influenced
by the detection threshold imposed upon the profile. For example,
significantly more alleles dropped out from each Identifiler1

profile when using the 50 RFU detection threshold (average of 11.8
alleles) than when applying the 30 RFU detection threshold
(average of 9.2 alleles, P < 10�6, paired t-test). Table 1 shows that
this trend holds for both typing systems and across the entire range
of average peak heights. The number of profiles in which no alleles
were detected was, as expected, greater in the data using a 50 RFU
threshold (9) than from the data generated using a 30 RFU
threshold (4). These findings indicate that many alleles which
would otherwise be discarded at a policy-driven detection
threshold can be recovered if a data-driven threshold is employed.
plotting area was truncated at 500 RFUs. Several points fell beyond this region.

Table 1
Average (SD) number of alleles that dropped out of each profile, grouped by average

height of the detected peaks across all loci.

Typing

system

Detection threshold

(RFU)

Hir.< 100

RFUsa

100 < Hir.< 200

RFUsa

Hir.> 200

RFUsa

Identifiler1 50 24.8 (6.9) 4.6 (6.4) 0.1 (0.3)

30 18.5 (10.1) 0.9 (0.7) 0.1 (0.2)

PowerPlex1 16 50 17.7 (3.6) 1.8 (3.9) 0.1 (0.3)

30 10.7 (3.7) 0.46 (1.0) 0.1 (0.2)

a Hir. denotes the average height of all detected peaks within the profile.
3.2. Estimation of drop-out probabilities as a function of peak height

The correlation of the proportion of allele drop-out from a
profile (Pir.) with the average peaks heights within a particular
profile (Hir.) supports using logistic regression to model the
relationship between these two variables (Fig. 1 and Table 2).
Based on the clustering of the points along the logistic curve, the
model visually appears to fit the data quite well for both the 50 RFU
and the 30 RFU detection thresholds (Fig. 1). Estimates of the
parameters for the logistic model applied to different subsets of the



Table 2
Parameter estimates from the logistic regression model.

Detection threshold (RFU) Typing system Intercept MT

sample

Slope MT

sample

Intercept PT sample Slope PT sample Intercept both

samples

Slope both

samples

50 Identifiler 4.24 �0.051 5.10 �0.052 4.39 �0.047

PowerPlex 3.49 �0.038 4.03 �0.042 3.76 �0.040

30 Identifiler 4.52 �0.086 3.07 �0.048 3.29 �0.055

PowerPlex 2.07 �0.039 1.73 �0.033 1.86 �0.036
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data are presented in Table 2. The satisfactory fit of the logistic
model was also observed for the PowerPlex1 16 data (Fig. S1).

As expected, the 100 pg samples (blue points in Fig. 1) tend to
have higher average peak heights (>150 RFUs) and less drop-out
than samples containing smaller amounts of DNA. However,
several exceptions to this pattern were observed. For example,
nearly half of the alleles dropped out of one 100 pg profile with
Hir. < 100 RFUs (Fig. 1A).

3.3. Comparison of logistic model parameters across different

experimental conditions

One goal of our study was to evaluate the differences in
patterns of drop-out across different samples, detection thresh-
olds, and typing systems. Fig. 2 shows the logistic regression
curves applied to different sub-sets of the data. Overall, the
curves are roughly similar to each other, suggesting the same
general patterns of drop-out for all of the data in our study.
However several statistically significant differences in model
parameters are evident (Tables S1–S3). The greatest difference
was seen when comparing drop-out probability curves from the
30 RFU detection threshold (red curves in Fig. 2) to those from
the 50 RFU detection threshold (black curves in Fig. 2; Table S1).
The curves from the 30 RFU detection threshold were shifted to
the left relative to those from the 50 RFU detection threshold.
This is expected based on our earlier observations that more
drop-out is displayed by the 50 RFU data. The curves from the
MT97150 and PT84411 Identifiler1 data appear different from
each other, especially at the 30 RFU threshold (Table S2).
Interestingly, the curves from the Identifiler1 and the Power-
Plex1 16 data are very similar to each other, with few
statistically significant differences (Table S3).
Fig. 2. Logistic curves showing the relationship between the probability of drop-out

and average RFUs for different detection thresholds (30 RFUs and 50 RFUs),

individuals (PT84411 and MT97150), and typing systems (Identifiler1 and

PowerPlex1 16).
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data.



Fig. 4. LRs calculated from the Balding and Buckleton program when the hypothesized contributor was the true donor of the Identifiler LT DNA profile. Each dot represents the

log(LR) for a particular LT DNA profile calculated using the estimated drop-out probability (PðD̂OÞ, y-axis) vs. the benchmark drop-out probability (P(DO), x-axis). The solid line

is the diagonal and the dashed lines denote 2 orders of magnitude in either direction around the diagonal. (A) 50 RFU detection threshold, where PðD̂OÞ was estimated from the

other individual’s Identifiler data. (B) 30 RFU detection threshold, where PðD̂OÞ was estimated from the other individual’s Identifiler1. (C) 50 RFU detection threshold, where

PðD̂OÞ was estimated from the other individual’s PowerPlex1 16 data. (D) 30 RFU detection threshold, where PðD̂OÞ was estimated from the other individual’s PowerPlex

data1 16.
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3.4. Drop-out and allele length

We next examined whether allele length influenced drop-out in a
locus-specific manner. Fig. 3 shows the proportion of alleles that
dropped out at each locus in each of the two individuals (Pi.l) vs. the
average length of the alleles in individual i at locus l (Li.l). We find a
strong positive correlation between these two variables (50 RFU
detection threshold: Spearman’s r = 0.39, P = 0.034, Pearson’s
r = 0.41, P = 0.025; 30 RFU detection threshold: Spearman’s
r = 0.49, P = 0.006, Pearson’s r = 0.50, P = 0.005). Thus, those loci with
longer average amplicons tended to show higher levels of drop-out.
3.5. Comparison of estimated and benchmark drop-out probabilities

when used in LRs

To evaluate the efficacy of our estimates of drop-out on the
results of LRs in which they are used, we first evaluated LRs in
which the numerator represents the true donor and the
denominator represents a random individual. For each of the 60
Identifiler1 profiles, we calculated the LR using both the estimated
drop-out probability (PðD̂OÞ) and the benchmark drop-out
probability (P(DO), see Section 2). Across all four different sets of
comparisons, the LRs calculated using PðD̂OÞ typically fall within
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Fig. 5. Comparison between the LRs calculated using the 30 RFU detection threshold

vs. the 50 RFU detection threshold when the hypothesized contributor was the true

donor of the LT DNA profile. The LRs were calculated using the estimated drop-out

probability PðD̂OÞ for each sample. (A) Identifiler profiles1. (B) PowerPlex1 16

profiles.
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two orders of magnitude of those calculated using P(DO) (Fig. 4).
When the LRs differ by more than two orders of magnitude, the LRs
using PðD̂OÞ are lower than those obtained from P(DO). This pattern
holds for both the 50 RFU and the 30 RFU detection thresholds, as
well as when using the equations from the PowerPlex1 16 data to
estimate PðD̂OÞ for the Identifiler1 profiles. A similar high degree of
concordance between the LRs calculated using the estimated drop-
out probabilities and the benchmark drop-out probabilities was also
observed for the PowerPlex1 16 data (Fig. S2). The one outlier data
point in all four panels of Fig. 4 was for a profile from which one allele
had dropped out, despite the high average RFUs (Hir. = 468 RFUs,
when using either detection threshold). The high average peak
heights led to a low PðD̂OÞ (<10�8) which then produced a lower LR
because one instance of drop-out was required under the hypothesis
that this individual was the contributor.

3.6. Effect of analytical threshold on LRs using estimated and

benchmark drop-out probabilities

As reported earlier in this paper, lower allelic detection
threshold results in fewer instances of apparent drop-out. To
evaluate what effect this has on the LRs, we compared the same LRs
as previously calculated using a 50 RFU detection threshold to
those using a 30 RFU detection threshold. As expected, when the
suspected contributor was the true contributor, a 30 RFU detection
threshold produces LRs that are higher than those obtained using a
50 RFU detection threshold (Fig. 5). This trend is reflected by the
excess of points above the diagonal in Fig. 5. The large differences
were particularly apparent for the comparisons with LRs < 1015

using the 50 RFU detection threshold, where drop-out tended to
occur more frequently. As such, lowering the allelic detection
threshold results in detecting more (real) alleles, thereby providing
additional information, and thus strengthening the weight of
evidence in favor of the true contributor.

3.7. Effect of known non-contributors using estimated and benchmark

drop-out probabilities

We next computed LRs where each of the LT DNA profiles was
compared to profiles from random individuals whose genotypes
were simulated in proportion to the US Caucasian allele frequen-
cies. Specifically, in these LRs, the hypothesis in the numerator was
that the simulated reference profile individual was the true
contributor. The hypothesis in the denominator was that an
unknown individual was the true contributor. These LRs were
computed using the estimated drop-out probability (PðD̂OÞ) and
the benchmark drop-out probability (P(DO)). Because none of these
simulated individuals were the actual donors of the LT DNA
profiles, the majority of the LRs should be less than one. This
analysis allows us to evaluate whether estimating the drop-out
probability using this logistic regression approach leads to
unexpectedly large LRs which would falsely support individuals
who were not the true donors.

For the majority of the comparisons (>80%), the LRs were <1,
regardless of detection threshold, typing system, or how PðD̂OÞ was
estimated (Tables 3 and 4). These LRs correctly reflected support
for the hypothesis that the known non-contributor was not the
true donor. However, the 30 RFU detection threshold led to a
greater number (about 8%) of LRs < 1 than those computed using
the 50 RFU detection threshold. The 30 RFU detection threshold
allows the detection of additional alleles, some of which were
exclusionary, supporting the hypothesis that an unknown
individual was the contributor. In nearly all of the comparisons
(>99%), the LRs were <2, indicating that, in most instances, the LR
approach correctly rejects the proposition of random individuals as
true donors of the evidence. Further, using our estimates of PðD̂OÞ
from the logistic regression calculation results in fewer instances
of large LRs compared to using the benchmark drop-out probability
(P(DO)). For example, for the 50 RFU detection threshold in the
Identifiler1 data, about 10 times fewer LRs > 1000 were obtained
using the estimated drop-out probability compared with the
benchmark drop-out probability. Also, the maximum LRs obtained
using PðD̂OÞ were lower than those obtained using P(DO). Finally,
the distribution of the LRs for the Identifiler1 profiles calculated
using PðD̂OÞ estimated from the Identifiler1 data was nearly
identical to the distribution of the LRs for the Identifiler1 profiles
using PðD̂OÞ estimated from the PowerPlex1 16 data (Table 3) and



Table 3
Distribution of the LRs calculated comparing 60 LT Identifiler1 profiles to 5000 simulated European individuals.a

Detection threshold (RFU) Drop-out probabilityb % LRs <1 % LRs <2 % LRs >100 %LRs >1000 99.9% of LRs are < than. . . Max LR

50 Benchmark P(DO) 84.2 99.4 0.053 0.010 34 6.6 � 104

Estimated using Identifiler 84.3 99.5 0.031 0.001 27 2.4 � 103

Estimated using PPX 84.2 99.5 0.030 0.001 27 2.4 � 103

30 Benchmark P(DO) 92.9 99.6 0.041 0.005 31 1.5 � 106

Estimated using Identifiler 92.8 99.6 0.012 0.001 17 3.2 � 105

Estimated using PPX 92.8 99.6 0.012 0.001 18 3.4 � 105

a LT profiles containing 0 alleles were left in this analysis, but the LRs were set to 1.
b Denotes the approach used to estimate the drop-out probability. The benchmark P(DO) is the best drop-out probability for each locus at each profile. The benchmark P(DO)

was 0, if 2 alleles were detected at a locus. The benchmark P(DO) was 0.5 if a single allele was detected at a locus. The benchmark P(DO) was 1 if 0 alleles were detected at a

locus. Estimated using Identifiler1 refers to drop-out probabilities estimates using the logistic regression equations fit to the Identifiler data from the 30 samples from the

other individual. Estimated using PowerPlex1 16 refers to drop-out probabilities estimates using the logistic regression equations fit to the PowerPlex1 16 data from the 30

samples from the other individual.
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vice versa (Table 4). This finding suggests that the differences
between the estimates of PðD̂OÞ obtained from these two typing
systems are negligible with regard to their effect on the final LR.

We next focused on those comparisons between random
individuals and the LT DNA profiles that gave LRs > 1 using PðD̂OÞ.
We wanted to determine whether these relatively high LRs
resulted from using an estimated drop-out probability, or were
instead inherent features of the profiles and the LR model. Fig. 6
shows the LRs calculated using P(DO) vs. the LRs calculated using
PðD̂OÞ. Points below the diagonal represent those comparisons for
which the LRs calculated using PðD̂OÞ were larger than those
calculated using P(DO). Conversely, points above the diagonal
represent those comparisons for which the LRs calculated using
PðD̂OÞ were smaller than those using P(DO). Additionally, points
that fall below the dotted line represent those comparisons where
the LRs using P(DO) are <1, but the LRs calculated using the PðD̂OÞ
were >1. We first note that few points fall below the dotted line
and those that do are <2 (using a log10 scale) on the x-axis. This
means that when the LRs calculated using P(DO) are <1, they are
always <100 using PðD̂OÞ. Similarly, for those profiles for which
using PðD̂OÞ gives a higher LR than using P(DO), the LR using PðD̂OÞ is
almost always <100. Those points that fall above the diagonal are
scattered throughout the entire range. These results indicate that
in the relatively few instances for which PðD̂OÞ gives an estimate of
the LR that overstates the strength of the evidence, the absolute LR
will still be small (<100). Finally, LRs computed using the 30 RFU
threshold resulted in fewer points below the dotted line than the
50 RFU data. This finding indicates that, for the lower detection
threshold, fewer instances were seen for which the LR calculated
using P(DO) was <1 and the LR calculated using PðD̂OÞ was >1 than
when using the higher (50 RFU) threshold. Similar patterns hold
for the PowerPlex1 16 typing system (Fig. S3). This result supports
using data-driven thresholds that rescue low-level, but informa-
tive, data.
Table 4
Distribution of the LRs calculated comparing 60 LT PowerPlex1 16 profiles to 5000 sim

Detection threshold (RFU) Drop-out probabilityb % LRs < 1 % LRs < 2 

50 Benchmark P(DO) 99.98 99.98 

Estimated using PPX 99.98 99.99 

Estimated using Identifiler 99.98 99.99 

30 Benchmark P(DO) 100 100 

Estimated using PPX 100 100 

Estimated using Identifiler 100 100 

a All 60 LT DNA profiles had at least one detected allele.
b Denotes the approach used to estimate the drop-out probability. The benchmark P(DO

was 0, if 2 alleles were detected at a locus. The benchmark P(DO) was 0.5 if a single allele

locus. Estimated using PowerPlex1 16 refers to drop-out probabilities estimates using t

from the other individual. Estimated using Identifiler1 refers to drop-out probabilities est

samples from the other individual.
4. Discussion

Here we have shown that the relationship between the average
peak height and the proportion of allelic drop-out in LT DNA
samples can be modeled using logistic regression. We have
presented the parameters of the logistic model that can be used to
estimate drop-out probabilities as a function of average peak
height for 30 RFU and 50 RFU detection thresholds.

We have evaluated the difference between using a standard,
policy-driven allelic detection threshold of 50 RFUs and using a
data-derived (or, as previously used throughout the manuscript,
data-driven) threshold of 30 RFUs [19,30,31,33–35]. Not unex-
pectedly, we found fewer instances of apparent drop-out when
using the lower detection threshold. This finding indicates that
useful genetic information, both inclusionary and exclusionary, is
discarded by ignoring alleles that fall below a conventional 50 RFU
threshold.

One obvious question is whether lowering the detection
threshold to 30 RFUs resulted in the detection of additional noise
not found with a higher threshold? After removing obvious
artifacts, a number of peaks that were not represented in the
known input profiles were detected. All of these peaks, except for
one, were in plus or minus stutter positions. In one instance, a D13
11 peak in the minus stutter position that was detected at both the
30 RFU and 50 RFU analytical thresholds was called because, at 9%
of the parent peak, it just exceeded the manufacturer’s default
stutter filter of 8%. In another instance, a D16 12 peak that was also
detected at both the 30 RFU and 50 RFU analytical thresholds was
located between two parent peaks such that it comprised
contributions from both plus and minus stutter; thus the standard
D16 minus stutter threshold of 10.4% would not necessarily filter
the peak appropriately. Several additional instances of peaks in a
plus stutter position rising above the analytical threshold were
noted; one instance was detected at both the 50 RFU and 30 RFU
ulated European individuals.a

% LRs > 100 % LRs > 1000 99.9% of LRs are < than. . . Max LR

0.005 0.001 0.001 2.7 � 103

0.004 0.0 0.038 30

0.004 0.0 0.029 490

0 0 0 6.6 � 10�7

0 0 2.8 � 10�13 1.4 � 10�2

0 0 4.9 � 10�13 7.3 � 10�2

) is the best drop-out probability for each locus at each profile. The benchmark P(DO)

 was detected at a locus. The benchmark P(DO) was 1 if 0 alleles were detected at a

he logistic regression equations fit to the PowerPlex1 16 data from the 30 samples

imates using the logistic regression equations fit to the Identifiler1 data from the 30



Fig. 6. LRs calculated from the Balding and Buckleton program when the hypothesized contributor was a random individual who was not the true donor of the Identifiler1 LT

DNA profile. Each dot represents the log(LR) for a particular LT DNA profile calculated using the benchmark drop-out probability (P(DO), y-axis) vs. the estimated drop-out

probability (PðD̂OÞ, x-axis). Only comparisons where LR > 1 using the estimated drop-out probability, PðD̂OÞ, are shown. The solid line is the diagonal. Note: for plotting

purposes, LRs calculated using P(DO) that were <0.01 were set to 0.01, without changing the LR calculated using PðD̂OÞ. (A) 50 RFU detection threshold, where PðD̂OÞ was

estimated from the other individual’s Identifiler1 data. (B) 30 RFU detection threshold, where PðD̂OÞ was estimated from the other individual’s Identifiler data. (C) 50 RFU

detection threshold, where PðD̂OÞ was estimated from the other individual’s PowerPlex1 16 data. (D) 30 RFU detection threshold, where PðD̂OÞ was estimated from the other

individual’s PowerPlex1 16 data.
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analytical threshold, and three instances, two involving the same
allele, at only the 30 RFU threshold. We did not designate these
peaks as drop-in. Although some workers choose to combine these
peaks in stutter positions with true drop-in [18], we advocate that
the better approach is to reinvestigate both peak height ratios
(PHRs), and plus and minus stutter percentages specifically for LT
samples in each specific system. Application of empirical PHRs and
stutter thresholds should minimize the risk of overestimating the
incidence of true drop-in for low-template samples.
At D3, we detected a 17 when using the 30 RFU threshold
(31 RFUs) which could not conclusively be determined to be
artifactual. We compared this profile to the known contributors
and known non-contributors both including and excluding this
peak. Because two alleles were detected at every locus in this profile,
the extra peak made little difference in the final LRs (Table S4).

We also corroborated the findings previously observed for
degraded DNA samples [27,44,45] that amplicon length was
positively correlated with the number of alleles that had dropped
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out at a particular locus. Because the LT samples analyzed here
were of good quality, the preferential drop-out of longer alleles
must be explained by some mechanism other than degradation.
Nevertheless, this work demonstrates that, while special circum-
stances might require the use of locus-specific drop-out probabili-
ties, in general, LRs calculated using averaged drop-out
probabilities accurately assess the weight of the evidence.

Next, we have shown that, when estimated drop-out probabili-
ties were used to compute LRs, these LRs were very similar to the
LRs calculated using the benchmark drop-out probability. The
concordance between LRs calculated from estimated drop-out
probabilities and the LRs calculated using the benchmark drop-out
probabilities may be surprising in light of several statistically
significant differences (Tables S1–S3) in the logistic regression
curves shown in Fig. 2. However, these two findings are not
incompatible with each other. Our simulations show that the
magnitude of the differences did not substantively change the
ability to compute accurate estimates of the drop-out probability
and, consequently, accurate LRs.

Similarly, the drop-out probabilities estimated for Identifiler1

profiles using the logistic regression equation fit to the PowerPlex1

16 data gave LRs very similar to those obtained using the benchmark
drop-out probability. The same pattern was observed for the
opposite situation. These results are somewhat surprising given that
the two different kits employ different fluorescent dyes, a different
number of PCR cycles, different PCR primers, and different reaction
conditions [46,47]. However, it is also comforting to confirm that the
in vitro mechanics apparently proceed in a very similar fashion for
both systems. The fact that the estimates of drop-out probabilities
could be used interchangeably across the typing systems does not
mean that no differences exist in the characteristics of drop-out
between the two systems. Rather, it means that any differences
between the two systems are relatively minor compared to the
overall variability inherent in LT DNA evidence. Further, the fact that
the logistic regression equations could be used interchangeably
across systems speaks to the robustness of the estimates. An
estimate of the drop-out probability for a particular sample is
sufficiently accurate, even if the conditions used for the analysis of
that sample are not exactly the same as those used to estimate the
parameters of the logistic regression model.

While the interchangeability between the PowerPlex1 16 and
Identifiler1 data is encouraging, it is important not to over-
interpret this result. Other sources of variability exist in actual
forensic casework that were not included in our study. For
example, all of the samples in this study were typed in the same
laboratory and were analyzed on the same ABI 3130 genetic
analyzer. The range of inter-laboratory and inter-instrumental
variability was not tested here.

Another consideration is how accurately drop-out probabilities
estimated from LT single-source samples model the drop-out
probabilities of LT DNA mixtures. One line of existing evidence
suggests that drop-out probabilities estimated from single-source
samples may be applicable to mixtures. Bright et al. [48] found
little difference between peak height ratios computed from single-
source samples and in mixtures with known mixture proportions.
We have observed a similar trend in reviewing laboratory
validation data received in connection with casework (unpub-
lished data). If this pattern holds for allelic drop-out, the estimation
of drop-out probabilities would be simplified.

Another potential concern is whether the logistic regression
curve modeling the relationship between drop-out and average
RFUs would hold for samples with different concentrations of DNA
than those used in this study (i.e. 10 pg, 30 pg, and 100 pg.)
However, the relationship between the quantity of DNA in the
sample and drop-out are highly correlated with the average peak-
heights [26]. Given this high correlation, the concentration should
be represented in the average peak heights. However, if this
correlation is not perfect, then sampling a wider number of DNA
concentrations may give more accurate models.

Although we demonstrated that allele length was positively
correlated with the number of alleles that had dropped-out at a
particular locus, we found that using an average drop-out
probability for all loci nonetheless yielded accurate estimates of
the LRs. Thus, for the data analyzed here, the locus-specific
differences in drop-out were subtle and did not appreciably affect
the outcome when calculating LRs that included drop-out
probabilities. While locus-specific drop-out probabilities were
not necessary for this data set, they might be required for degraded
samples, as suggested by Tvedebrink et al. [27], because
degradation preferentially affects the larger loci. However, Bright
et al. [49] found little difference between heterozygote peak height
ratios in pristine validation samples and forensic casework
samples, suggesting that for some attributes of the DNA profiles,
pristine samples are an adequate proxy for actual casework. An
additional line of evidence suggests caution when applying
parameter rich models, such as those including locus-specific
estimates of the logistic regression parameters to model drop-out
in forensic applications. Specifically, a recent study [50] suggests
that locus-specific logistic regression parameters may differ across
different datasets, decreasing their utility in casework situations.
However, a better strategy could be to account for locus-specific
effects by adjusting the peak heights as a function of the molecular
weight, as suggested by Buckleton et al. [49].

Finally, we have evaluated the difference between using a
standard, policy-driven allelic detection threshold of 50 RFUs and
using a data-derived LOD/LOQ threshold of 30 RFUs [19,30–35].
The alleles that were included using a 30 RFU detection threshold,
but were discarded using the 50 RFU detection threshold, hold
substantial value. When comparing the true contributor to the LT
profile, including such alleles can lead to LRs which are orders of
magnitude higher than when excluding true alleles between
30 RFUs and 50 RFUs. Similarly, for our data here, the lower
detection threshold resulted in LRs < 1 for an additional 10% of
random individuals. This demonstrates the potential risk of
ignoring data based on a policy-driven detection threshold.
However, even for the rare instance in which a LR fell above 1
for a true non-contributor, the LR using the Identifiler1 data
tended to be higher for the 30 RFU detection threshold than for the
50 RFU detection threshold. The reason for this is that incorpo-
ration of the additional alleles more strongly supports either the
hypothesis that the individual was not a contributor (pushing the
LR < 1) or, conversely, that the individual was a contributor
(pushing the LR > 1). This increase in accuracy, in particular, is
critically important, and would strongly refute the prevailing
misunderstanding that ignoring data is always ‘‘conservative for
the defendant’’ [20,34,35].

Our results indicate that it is possible to accurately compute
LRs using drop-out probabilities estimated from empirical data.
This contributes to the wider application of probabilistic
approaches to forensic casework using LRs that incorporate an
estimate of the drop-out probability. Combining the appropriate
detection threshold with LRs that incorporate empirically
estimated drop-out probabilities should provide a sensitive and
statistically rigorous framework to reliably interpret LT DNA
evidence.
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